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Onward We Go

by Susan Van Auken

Last month in the update about our year-of-feasibility study on expansion, I mentioned a spreadsheet listing all the

tasks we need to accomplish—at least those we can identify right now—and who is assigned to complete them along
with target completion dates. So that you might appreciate what all is involved in tackling this feasibility study, I
thought you might be interested in seeing a list of the tasks as they were at the beginning of July when this article
was written. Here goes!
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Garbanzo G

by Gail Rein
of the Member Linkage Committee
Seven enthusiastic and thoughtful people attended our ﬁrst focus
group held Wednesday evening
July 9th from 6:30 to 7:45 p.m.
Three questions were posed:
•How should our co-op grow?
•What are your concerns about
growth for the co-op?
•How do you see your involvement
in the co-op’s growth?
The ideas for growth were many
and some of them were fresh, new
ideas that were very out-of-the-box.
The concerns shared were insightful and important for the board of
directors to consider before making
any major decisions about growth.
The last question, about involvement, stunned our participants at
ﬁrst, but within a moment they met
the question head on and offered
some speciﬁc contributions they
could see themselves making. Several people were ﬁred up and hung
around afterwards to keep talking
and sharing ideas.

As you can clearly see, although we have made signiﬁcant progress on many of these tasks, we have a lot of work to
do. The board of directors, board committees, Joe Z and other staff diligently pay attention to these details every day.
If you are interested in volunteering your time on any of these tasks please call board member Carmon Steven at
858-361-9695. Thank you!

In This

Issue

Given the success of this ﬁrst focus
group, the Member Linkage Committee is planning some more focus
groups with the same questions and
similar format in July and August.
Some of these focus groups will be
held in towns outside Silver City to
make it easier for more people to
participate. Announcements of upcoming focus groups will be posted
in the store and on the co-op’s website
(http://www.silvercityfoodcoop.com/). Come to one!
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Cup o’ Joe
When someone actually listens to my ramblings, I tend
to self-identify as a Mountain Biker. Although, until recently, that might have been a stretch since I’ve barely
been on the bike since moving here to Silver. I mean, is
a clown a clown if s/he isn’t clowning? This changed a
couple of months ago when I ﬁnally got back to riding
with the consistency and frequency that I have maintained
since ’86. But I have been off the bike longer than any
other time including my ACL replacement surgery and
busting my pelvis in three places.
Now, getting back to any physical activity after a long
hiatus is not that easy. With Mountain Biking, not only is
there the body stress but there is technique that has atrophied and mental steeliness that has turned to mush. Not
only that, my best friend, Comfy Chair, was adamant that
I retire from this endeavor. “Please Joe, come here and
put your feet up. Grab a brew. Read a book or watch the
adventures of others on the screen.”
And more than once, while struggling up a not so steep incline, my aching legs and burning lungs would scream at
me, “Heed the words of Comfy Chair! Turn around! Go
back! Give up.” Fortunately, the old brain, fogged with
dopamine and endorphins, would blindly call the shots
and push on. Equally as fortunate, the trail had a number
of Chair’s cousins, Comfy Rocks, waiting for me to momentarily stop and let my spinning head settle.
It hasn’t been easy and I’ve still a long way to go. As I’ve
ridden, quite a few Biker “rules” that I haven’t thought
of in years, came back to me and I realized that many are
also metaphorically apropos to our Co-op.
Watch were you want to go – not what you want to
avoid: This is a basic. When you look at the rocks and
ruts you want to miss, the bike has a tendency to veer
right into them. There are a lot of potential pitfalls at our
Co-op that we can get entangled in if we focus on them.
We need to keep our vision on what we want to obtain,
not the obstacles littered before us. This is very similar to
the saying, “keep your eyes on the prize”.
Relax your grip and untense your body: This is hard to
do – especially if you are careening down a long hill. The
“white knuckle grip” and/or the “death grip” can cause
you to lose control. The more relaxed you are, the more
ﬂuidity there is to your riding and as a result, less accidents. We can get pretty hectic at times at the Co-op with
many things suddenly happening at once. If we tense up
we can become crabby and ultimately inefﬁcient. Learning to move effortlessly though quickly is often difﬁcult
to accomplish but a necessary skill.
On a long climb, watch the next few feet in front of
you, not the end goal: Climbing is quite hard on a mountain bike but it’s actually very compelling and rewarding.
The problems is that looking at that long haul makes you

by Joe

Z

want to give up before you even
attempt it. However if you just
keep your focus on the next few
feet, you often will reach the top
before you realize it. We have
many goals at the Co-op that look
almost impossible to obtain. But
by breaking them down to small chunks, seemingly unobtainable visions can actually be accomplished.
Ride within your talent and push your limit: This
seems paradoxical but is very necessary. If you ride beyond your talent, you will eventually be scraping yourself
off the ground. Yet if you don’t push at the limits, you
will not improve. The key is to just push at these limits
– not ride beyond them. We have lots of areas where we
can improve at our Co-op but if we just jump into them,
we will surely create more chaos than efﬁciencies. Thus
we always need to move slowly but steadily pushing at
our limitations.
Stop and enjoy where you are: I’ve ridden with people
who are always measuring how fast they go, their maximum speed and the gear they’re riding in. They don’t like
to stop at all. But I often like to stop and stare at the beautiful vistas, watch some wildlife or take in the sweetness
of the ﬂora. Sometimes, I even take out my camera and
spend time just photographing (another passion of mine
which I barely do anymore – is a photographer a photographer if s/he’s not taking pictures). We can get caught
up with what we are doing at our Co-op and miss what a
wonderful place it is that is full of fascinating people. For
me, it’s just as important to slow down and stop and just
enjoy what we have created. It’s the old “Stop and Smell
the Roses” thing.
Share the trail: There are a lot of different people on the
trails for different reasons. Learning to be respectful of
all the other users leads to peace and harmony. Our Coop has Members and Customers who shop here for different reasons and have different diets. Some only come
for a particular supplement or treat and some only shop
the produce. We’re here for everyone who wants quality
foods in their lives.
Shut up and ride: Mountain Bikers like to talk (incessantly) about their bikes and their adventures. And sometimes have a zillion excuses as to why they are sitting
in Comfy Chair instead of pedaling. Inevitably, if the
offender doesn’t impose this formula upon themselves,
someone else will shout it out to them. Stop the talk,
stop the excuses and get out there. We talk about a lot of
things we want to do at our Co-op and can spend hours
in meetings and discussions. Comes to a point where we
need to stop jawboning and just do it. Speaking of which
– I’m done. I’m going for a ride!

NEW PRODUCTS
Canyon Bakehouse:

All you gluten sensitive folks out there can now enjoy hot dog and hamburger buns again!
Canyon Bakehouse breads are real food made with wholesome, clean ingredients and no
gluten. These buns have gotten a very positive response from Co-op staff and customers.
Great for summer barbeques.

Three Twins Ice Cream Sandwiches:

From Three Twins come two new additions to the Co-op’s selection of frozen desserts,
Vanilla Bean and Sea Salted Caramel Ice Cream Sandwiches. All milk and cream used in
their ice cream is sourced locally, from farms no more than 17 miles from the factory, with
nothing artiﬁcial added. Three Twins delivers authentic ﬂavor and ﬂawless texture.

Isabella Dog Biscuits:

“Making the world a better place for dogs, one bite at a time!” Isabella Dog Biscuits are
hand-made in small batches and are corn, soy and wheat-free. The co-op is offering these
doggy treats in four ﬂavors: Energy Treat, Marcia’s Poodle, Oatmeal Cookie, and Peanut
Butter.

Berlin Natural Bakery:

Sourdough Spelt Bread, from Berlin Natural Bakery in Berlin Ohio contains only whole
grain spelt ﬂour, water and sea salt. Made with a natural leavening process, this delicious,
hearty bread with an old fashioned sourdough ﬂavor, makes very good toast that simply
calls out for a fresh pat of butter on top or a slice of one of the mouthwatering cheeses that
you’ll ﬁnd in our dairy case!

We’re on facebook

Community Outreach Report

by Carolyn Smith

I

t’s great to be a member of and support an organization that is so open
and transparent. At the General Membership Meeting in April and again in
the June issue of the Garbanzo Gazette,
Silver City Food Co-op members received a report of the 2013 SCFC
Statement of Income. If you missed it
please go to our website www.silvercityfoodcoop.com and click on Our
Co-op, then Newsletter to ﬁnd the ﬁnancial report and article written by
Jerry Boswell in the June 2014 Garbanzo Gazette.
I did wonder (and worry) what folks
thought when they saw the line item
“Marketing” under operating expenses, with a price tag of $32,226. Maybe
something like, “Whoa! That’s a lot of

money for advertising.” I decided a little
more explanation might be helpful.
“Marketing” is shorthand for “Marketing and Outreach”. Advertising only
accounted for $5552 and though we
advertise to promote the co-op and get
new folks into our store, our advertising
dollars also support our local newspapers, non-proﬁts, and schools including
WNMU and Aldo Leopold.
The largest “Marketing” expense was
for the Garbanzo Gazette at $8981. The
Garbanzo Gazette gives us the means to
communicate co-op news and events,
health and nutritional information, recipes and sales to all of our 2000 members
as well as those who have not yet joined.
A few years back, we started doing layout and design in house and we’ve been
saving money ever since. Carol and
Meggie are doing a great job! and they
are very accommodating to those of us
who, on occasion, miss our deadlines. : )
Donations and Contributions came in
second at $6319. This includes cash donations to local non-proﬁts including the
5¢ donations for each bag brought in and
used by customers for their groceries,
food donations to the food pantry and
other community organizations, and donations to national organizations such as
Organic Consumer’s Association, Truth
in Labeling and the Non-GMO Project.

Initiatives to mandate labeling of GMOs
are on the ballots in states around the
country and co-ops have stepped up to
support organizations promoting these
labeling laws in opposition to the manufacturers of GMOs and associated food
companies with very deep pockets. “Organic” is under attack as well because
the way to ensure your food is GMO
free without labeling is to purchase certiﬁed organic foods.
The Silver City Food Co-op spent $3793
to sponsor local events and organizations
such as the Tour of the Gila, KRWG,
GMCR, and the Silver City MainStreet
Project which in turn do a great job promoting our city, county, region and state.
$2577 went towards Member Services/
Education to cover the cost of the Delicious Living magazines that we give
away for free at the registers. These
magazines contain additional information on the foods, supplements and other
items we carry and are a great introduction to folks new to the products in our

store. Food for Co-op Community Forums and special events totaled $1287.
Who doesn’t love free food!
Other categories under “Marketing” all
came in under $1000 each including Just
for School Discounts, Other Discounts,
Membership Expenses (membership
cards), Product Demos and Sampling,
Store Coupons, Website Expenses, Marketing Supplies, and Rafﬂe Drawings.
The Silver City Food Co-op promotes
itself by walking the talk. Local and organic, outreach and community are not
just catch words but values exempliﬁed
throughout the store and in everything
we do. We are here to serve our members and customers by offering healthy
delicious food, high quality and environmentally friendly products and great
customer service. We are here to serve
our community through ongoing education and by supporting others who join
with us to help make Silver City and
Grant County a great place to live and
thrive.

ADVERTISE
in the Garbanzo Gazette
Each month we print 1500 copies
of our Co-op Newsletter and
1100 are mailed to members

Business card size ad $25/ month

Call Carolyn at 388-2343 for more details

August
Community
August Forum #2
Introduction to Permaculture:

How to improve your yard with passive
solar, water harvesting, and integrated
garden design to create beauty,
biodiversity, food, medicine, privacy,
ergonomics, social space, and increased
home value - with the least work!
An introduction
by Jean Eisenhower, certiﬁed in
Permaculture Design in 1989 and in 2013.
More info at
www.homeandgardeninspiration.net
This forum will be presented twice:

Tuesday, August 19th
& Thursday, August 21st
from Noon-1:00pm
@ 614 N. Bullard St.

for more info call the Co-op at 388-2343

Forum
the
sustainable
kitchen

Learn how to reduce your carbon footprint in the
kitchen using some common sense and
some not-so-well-known facts.
Also, introducing kids to veggies
the fun and loving way.
The Co-op is dedicated to educating our community

on healthy food and home cooking.
Every one of the Co-op’s monthly forums is
free and open to anyone interested.
the forum is presented twice

Tuesday, August 12th
& Thursday, August 14th
from Noon to 1 pm
@ 614 N.Bullard St.

For more information call the Co-op at 388-2343.
www.silvercityfoodcoop.com
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KITCHEN MEDITATIONS
BROWN BUTTER
TOMATOES
• 2-3 ripe beefsteak tomatoes
• 6 TB unsalted butter
• Flaky sea salt
• Coarsely ground black pepper
• Baguette or other country bread
for mopping up the butter
Core tomatoes and slice them 1/3
inch-thick (no more, no less). Divide tomato slices among plates.
Place butter in a small saucepan
and set over medium low heat;
let butter melt completely, it will
begin bubbling; let the butter simmer away, cooking off its water,
until it begins to smell nutty and
brown. Swirl the pan every 30 seconds or so. When butter turns the
color of a hazelnut, remove from
heat. Ladle butter over the tomatoes – they will sizzle! Dress the
tomatoes with the butter as if you
were pouring ganache over a cake
– be generous!
Season tomatoes with salt and pepper and serve while the butter is
hot. Mop up the butter and tomato
juices with good bread. Serves 2-4

CUCUMBER AVOCADO
SALAD
• 1 English cucumber, diced
• 1 large or 2 small avocados,
sliced
• 1 bunch mint, ﬁnely chopped
• Juice of 1 lime
• 1 TB olive oil
• Pinch of sea salt
• Teaspoon dill seed
• Tablespoon of bleu cheese or
feta
Combine cucumber, avocado and
mint in salad bowl; sprinkle with
dill seeds.
Emulsify lime juice and olive oil
by whisking briskly; add salt;
pour over salad and stir gently to
combine.
Top with cheese. Serves 2-4

COCONUT CONFETTI
RICE SALAD
• One 13.5 ounce can coconut
milk
• 1 cup water
• 1.5 cups jasmine rice
• 2 cups English cucumber, ﬁnely
diced
• 1/2 cup red onion, diced
• 1 cup red radish, diced
• 2 jalapeno peppers, diced
• 1 cup coconut ﬂakes
• 1/4 cup fresh lime juice
• 3 TB sugar
• 1/4 cup grape seed oil
• 1/2 cup fresh mint leaves, sliced
• Salt & Black Pepper to taste
Pour coconut milk and water
into saucepan; heat until coconut
cream melts into mixture; add rice
and bring to a boil; let rice simmer, covered, 15-18 minutes or
until all liquid has been absorbed.
Cool rice to room temperature.
Place cooled rice in large bowl
and stir in diced cucumber, onion,
radish, jalapeno and coconut.
Whisk lime juice, sugar and oil together; add to salad and stir until
everything is coated; gently stir
in sliced mint and season to taste
with salt and pepper. Refrigerate,
but bring to room temperature before serving as it’s best at room
temperature. Serves 6-8

CREAM OF
ROASTED TOMATO SOUP
• 8 medium beefsteak tomatoes, cored/
quartered
• 4 cloves garlic, with skins left on
• 1/4 cup olive oil, plus more for tomatoes
• Coarse kosher salt
• 1 sprig rosemary
• 3 sprigs thyme
• 6 TB heavy cream
• Sugar, optional
• Coarsely ground black pepper
• Thick slices country bread, toasted
and brushed with olive oil
Heat oven to 375 degrees and line baking sheet with foil. Lay tomatoes cut
side down; add garlic cloves; sprinkle
with olive oil and season with salt. Roast
until tomatoes are soft and caramelized,
about 1 hour; remove from oven and let
cool.
Add the 1/4 cup olive oil, rosemary and
thyme to a small saucepan; place over
low heat and let warm until you begin
smelling the herbs, about 10 minutes;
remove from heat and let cool.
Peel tomatoes; add pulp and juices to
soup pan; squeeze garlic from skins and
add to pan; place pan over medium heat,
begin mashing tomatoes with masher
until pulpy, but not chunky. When mixture is hot, but not boiling, stir in cream;
season to taste with salt and a pinch of
sugar (if using).
Ladle into bowls and season with pepper; sprinkle a little herb oil on top; serve
with toasted country bread. Serves 4

by Judith Kenney
Dr. Bronner’s Coconut Oil:
Eggplant:
Jody Andrews, one of our newest staff members, has worked at the co-op for ﬁve months.
She enjoys reading, gardening and especially growing fruit trees. She did reveal, however,
that she thinks that she may actually be producing more food for the local “critters” than for
herself! Also, her youngest son just graduated from Aldo Leopold School and has moved
out on his own, which means that she’ll have room in her life to host an
exchange student who will soon be arriving from Germany.
Choosing a favorite product created a small dilemma for Jody because,
as she said, “It was so hard to pick just one!” However, she forged ahead
and settled on one of the more interesting members of the produce family,
eggplant. She shared the following recipe for a simple, satisfying dish that
doesn’t require the use of an oven so it’s a good warm-weather recipe.
Heat some olive oil in a skillet and add slices of eggplant, along with
sliced onions, zucchini, yellow crookneck squash and garlic. After lightly browning all, add
some tomato sauce and heat through. If you like, sprinkle with a little mozzarella or parmesan
cheese and cover until melted.
Ancestors of modern day eggplants grew wild in India and were ﬁrst cultivated in China during the 5th century B.C. It made its way across the African continent at the dawn of the Middle Ages and, in the 14th century, to Italy, a country long associated with this oddly-shaped
plant (think eggplant parmesan). Although the Spanish brought eggplant to the New World
during the age of exploration, it was Thomas Jefferson, a passionate horticulturist, who introduced it to the wider audience of early Americans.
Eggplant or Aubergine, as it is called in France and much of Europe, is valued for its unique
taste, texture, and dark purple beauty. Usually considered a vegetable, it is actually a savory fruit and belongs to the fam ily of Solanaceae, or nightshades, as do tomatoes, bell peppers and potatoes. Eggplants come in a variety of shapes and colors but, in this part
of the world, those that we see most frequently in grocery
stores are bulbous and heavy-bottomed, with a glossy, violet-black surface. It lends its mildly bitter taste and meaty
texture to many dishes as an ingredient that has a balancing
effect on other, more assertive ﬂavors in a recipe.
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As you shop your way through the aisles of the food co-op, you may
ﬁnd Eva Featheringill assisting customers, stocking shelves or working in the front kitchen. She
seems to be everywhere! Eva has been here since
January 2014 and describes herself as “a family
person who loves to spend my time off with my
10 year old son, making art together and anything outdoorsy!” Her number one product for
August is Dr. Bronner’s Coconut Oil. She said
that she “loves the rich ﬂavor for cooking,” especially in veggie stir-fries to which it imparts a full-bodied
quality that “still has a lightness about it. It’s a healthy alternative
to cooking oil.”
More coconut and more coconut products are coming onto the market in recent years. There is hydrating coconut water, delicious non-dairy coconut milk and even coconut milk ice cream (which the Co-op carries…
yum)! Part of this rush of all things coconut, the oil,
pressed from the fruit of the coconut palm tree, has
been an important food source for people living in
the tropical areas of Asia, Africa, South America
and the Paciﬁc for millennia. Coconut oil is very
stable when heated to high temperatures and, as
Eva mentioned, an excellent substitute for other
oils in cooking. It’s divine in baked goods, desserts and smoothies.
Indeed, one of the best reasons to use it is the lavish taste and texture
that it imparts to any food.
Dr. Bronner’s heritage as a company extends back over 150 years
and 5 generations. Known mainly for their soaps that are celebrated
for quality, versatility and eco-friendliness, Dr. Bronner’s is dedicated to creating positive social change through their products, progressive business practices and contributions to worthwhile causes
and charities worldwide. Their coconut oil, which now accounts for
12% of the company’s total proﬁts, is certiﬁed organic, unreﬁned
and is healthy for the body, inside and out.

We’re on facebook

August Sales

Member Only Specials

To Our Co-op Members & Customers: Please note that sales run for a two-week period. Please stop by the
Co-op and take advantage of all the great offerings each month. A few sale items are listed below.

July 30-September 2

July 30-August 19
Equal Exchange
Coffee
reg $12.69#
SALE $9.99#
Bulk
White
Navy Beans
reg $1.79#
SALE $1.59#

Greek Gods
Yogurt
24 oz, assorted
reg $3.99
SALE $3.00

Cascadian Farms
Frozen Vegetables
assorted
reg $2.89
SALE $2.00

Crofter’s
Just Fruit
10 oz, assorted
reg $4.59
SALE $2.99

Acure
Garden of Life
Shampoo/Conditioner
Raw Fit
assorted
451 g
reg $9.99
reg $39.99
SALE $7.99
SALE $34.99

August 20-September 2

Bulk
Green Split Peas
reg $1.49#
SALE $1.39#

Hope Hummus
8 oz, assorted
reg $4.89
SALE $3.39

Manna Bread
14 oz, assorted
$4.19
SALE $2.69

Knudesen
Grapefruit Juice
32 oz
reg $4.99
SALE $2.99

Avalon
Vitamin C Serum
1 oz
reg $22.19
SALE $14.99

Herb Pharm
Asian Ginseng
60 ct
reg $19.99
SALE $13.99

Kids’ Corner
FREE FRUIT FUN

Farmers’
Large Eggs
reg $4.99
SALE $4.49

Now Kids, color in this here picture, bring it on down to the Co-op and get your free piece of fruit.
(Produce Staff Selection)

Food for Life
Ezekiel
Cinnamon Raisin Bread
reg $5.99
SALE $5.49

Enjoy Life
Flax Cereal
reg $3.99
SALE $3.59

Natural Dentist
Mouthwash
16.9 oz
reg $8.69
SALE $7.89

Earth Friendly
Earth Enzymes
reg $11.19
SALE $10.19

PRODUCE COMPOST GUIDELINES
This is a free service provided for our customers. We
are not able to honor “special” requests for speciﬁc
produce in bags and keep this service free. Please
note:
• First come, ﬁrst served
• One bag per person, please
• Scraps are bagged randomly as produce is processed
• Best days for compost are Tuesday & Thursday

NAME:_______________ AGE:___

GROCERY SPECIAL ORDER POLICY

www.silvercityfoodcoop.com

Members receive a 10% off shelf price discount on
special orders of case quantity in ALL departments.
HABA and Supplements will receive the 10% discount when the quantity ordered is at least six (of
the same item). Cases of local meat must weigh 10
pounds or more to receive the discount. All CO+OP
Deals and Essentials Program items will no longer
be excluded from receiving the discount; however,
a case MUST be ordered to receive the special order
10% discount.

PRODUCE SPECIAL ORDER POLICY

Produce special order deadline is Thursday at 7 pm.
The pickup date is conveyed to the customer by the
buyer. The only exception of this deadline is when
the Co-op is closed on Thursday due to a holiday.
Check with the produce managers if this occurs.

CO-OP COMMUNITY ROOM USE
Individuals, groups & organizations are welcome to
use the community room, as long as one organizer is
a co-op member. Seating capacity is 24. Room is not
intended for commercial use or events where a fee is
charged. Contact Margarita: margarita@silvercityfoodcoop.com or call the Co-op at (575) 388-2343.
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From Your Board...
The Challenges
and Promises of
Consensus
Decision Making

B

by Gail Rein,
President
rious matter and should be
exercised with great care.
Blocking should be done
only when one truly believes that the pending proposal, if adopted, would violate the morals, ethics, or safety of the co-op.
The board strives for unanimous consent on all proposals. However, a
proposal may be approved with any
number of board members standing
aside and/or with one board member
blocking. Two board members blocking prevent a proposal from being enacted, at least for the time being. When
there are stand asides and/or blocks,
the meeting facilitator may decide
it is best to table the decision so that
the proposal can be further discussed
or revised to address the concerns that
have been raised.
Like most consensus processes, ours
is based on the assumption that every
member of the board has a valid perspective that is crucial to making good
decisions. Consensus decision making
requires (1) every board member to be
committed to common goals that are
clearly understood and (2) every board
member to be able to differentiate between his or her personal preferences
and what will help the co-op achieve
its goals. Sometimes the board has a
more difﬁcult time reaching consensus than at other times, and I think it
is often because the italicized part is
darned difﬁcult in practice.
Fortunately, there are some behaviors
I am promoting that I believe can improve our consensus process:
• solid proposals that take into account
the co-op’s history with the issues at
hand
• clear communication, especially
around major concerns as opposed to
minor worries
• focused discussion on underlying issues and facts
Challenging? Deﬁnitely. Worth it? No
doubt. Consensus promises better decisions for the co-op, not to mention
that the effort to make consensus work
can pay off big time when it comes to
implementing the decisions.

Our new Board Member in Training (BIT) Program
might be just right for you!

Have you wondered about what the board does and whether becoming a director might be a place to utilize your skills? Have you considered the possibility of serving on the board of directors, but think you do not know enough
about the board’s work to commit to a three year term?
Here is how to become a BIT….
If you are interested in being a BIT here is what you need to do.
1. Attend one of our monthly board meetings to observe the meeting before
deciding you want to be a BIT.
2. Talk with Gail or Susan, current board members, about your interest.
3. Make a commitment to attend three consecutive board meetings. If you
ﬁnd that being a BIT is not to your liking, this commitment may be broken
at ay time.
After you make your commitment and are approved by the board you will:
1. Receive a short board orientation.
2. Be assigned a “board buddy” who will be available for any questions.
3. Receive the board agenda and packet of materials each month a week prior
to the board meeting.
4. Participate in discussions at the board meetings.
5. Be encouraged to participate in one board committee.
6. Receive a Volunteer Discount Coupon for each board meeting you attend.
The BIT Program will run from August through January, which is just prior
to the February deadline for announcing candidacy for the next board election. The board will have no more than two BITs at a time.
Please consider this exciting NEW program, come and learn about being a
director of our co-op! If you need more information please contact Susan or
Gail. Contact information is on the board page.

Gail Rein/President
Board Term: 2014-2017
rein.gail@gmail.com

Board Meeting Schedule

Susan Van Auken/Vice President
Board Term: 2013-2016
susanvanauken@gilanet.com
Carmon Steven/Secretary
Board Term: 2013-2016
yankiecarmon@gmail.com
Lynno Aldin/Treasurer
Board Term: 2012-2015
peacelynno@gmail.com
Jerry Boswell
Board Term: 2012-2015
gboswell5275@msn.com
Meadow Clark
Board Term: 2012-2015
mc@conﬂictmediation.net

Board of Directors

ecause the board is
dealing with so many
heavy-weight issues lately—vision and strategy, feasibility of the old Yada Yada
building to meet future needs, board
perpetuation, and amended bylaws—I
thought I would share a bit about how
the board makes decisions.
The board uses a consensus process
that it deﬁned and started using in
2011. Much of the work of consensus
happens before our board meetings
begin, often the week before the meeting when the board packet ﬁrst goes
out. For example, the week before the
June board meeting, there were several
phone conversations and email discussions about a proposal for an enhanced
board agenda to better inform member-owners and staff about the content
of board meetings and about another
proposal on how to change the bylaws
to clarify voting in elections. The discussions on these proposals brought up
questions, clariﬁed issues, and helped
clear the way for consensus decisions
at the board meeting.
In our consensus process, when the
board reaches a decision point, the
meeting facilitator (usually the president) clearly states the motion for a
decision, and then each board member
can give one of three possible responses to the motion:
• Give Consent: A board member who
says yes or stays silent is giving consent and wants the motion to pass.
Giving consent does not necessarily
mean that one loves every aspect of
the motion, but it does mean that one
is willing to support the motion and
stand in solidarity with the board despite any disagreements.
• Stand Aside: A board member who
stands aside is saying he or she cannot personally support the motion, but
feels it would be all right for the rest of
the board to pass it. Standing aside is a
stance of principled non-participation,
which absolves one from any responsibility for implementation of the decision in question.
• Block: A board member who blocks
the motion may prevent the decision
from going forward. Blocking is a se-

Future

The SCFC Board of Directors meets
the third Wednesday of each month
in the Co-op Community Room,
4:30-7:30 pm, the agenda for the
meeting is posted in the store at least
one week prior to the meeting.
Ten minutes is set aside at the beginning of every board meeting for
member comments. The time will
be divided evenly among those
member who would like to speak.
If ten minutes is insufﬁcient, a special meeting may be called on another day. If a member wants more
time, they can contact the president
and ask to be added to the agenda.
Please make this request at least one
week before the meeting.

Volunteer Discount Policy

Members who volunteer for 3 hours of work receive a 15% discount
on all purchases for one day. Discounts must be used within the same
calendar year of their volunteer work.
If you are interested in volunteer opportunities at the Co-op, email or
call Carolyn: outreach@silvercityfoodcoop.com (575) 388-2343.
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We’re on facebook

Nanotechnology and You: Part 2 by Monica Rude
T

“ oday, Americans are spending more
and more time at their desks, and dirty
desktops can create the ideal conditions
for damaging microbes to grow and reproduce”, from their website: Microban.
com. Are you scared? Microban wants
you to be scared of the dangerous microbes; I’m scared of the nanotechnology (NT) they have put in over 1,628
consumer products since 2005. As I
mentioned in Nanotechnology and You:
Part 1, printed in Garbanzo Gazette in
July, a variety of different tiny, invisible
particles (nanoparticles) are being used
in a wide range of consumer products,
including food, clothing, pharmaceuticals, electronics and more to change their
properties. The most common particles
being used are silver, making the items
antibacterial, stain and odor resistant, ﬁre
retardant, etc.
These products have not been tested to
verify if there is any risk for human exposure or toxicity. No studies of long term
effects of these particles have been done
& they are virtually unregulated and unlabeled. We do not know what unintended
effects they might have but considering
the number of NT products in our daily

lives & the extent to which they are being used on just about everything, there is
high probability of some effect on human
& environmental health.
Potential exposure pathways are via dermal, ingestion, and inhalation. Nanomaterials used in sunscreens (zinc oxide
and titanium oxide) have the potential
to harm our health, especially in aerosol form which can be inhaled into the
lungs. These particles can also harm our
environment when they wash off during
bathing or when garments are laundered,
ending up in wastewater, ground water
and farm ﬁelds, where they could damage
soil microbes. The EPA has no system in
place to assess these and other concerns
about nano silver.
The FDA, which oversees the safety of
the food supply, acknowledges that nanoparticles pose risks that are substantial
but has done nothing to slow down their
rapid movement into the food supply.
They recently released documents encouraging NT manufacturers to perform
safety testing on food ingredients, packaging, & cosmetics, but compliance will
be voluntary.
Worker safety requirements have not

Food as Medicine:
by Athena Wolf

So often, clients will ask me, “I’ve been

taking this synthetic thyroid for three
years and I want to get off of it now. Can
you help me?” This question comes up
because many doctors are not telling their
patients that this drug must be continued
for life, as the thyroid loses its ability to
function. Now that you know this, doesn’t
it make sense to do everything you can
before resorting to these chemicals?
The thyroid gland is extremely sensitive, often
ﬂuctuating with hormonal
changes, stress and seasonal temperatures. The
rate of a person’s metabolism depends on how much
hormone is produced by
this gland and by the pituitary which releases thyroid stimulating hormone. When the agni
(digestive ﬁre) is low or weak, a person
experiences “hypo”thyroidism. The slow
metabolic rate may result in kapha (water) aggravated symptoms such as weight
gain, tiredness, lethargy, cold intolerance, edema, depression, poor memory
and concentration. This slowed metabolism may then result in Vata (air) symptoms of constipation, dry skin, brittle
hair, muscle stiffness and hoarse voice.
While some of us are genetically inclined
toward hypothyroid, women sometimes
develop this imbalance while pregnant
and there are many environmental factors
that inﬂuence the epidemic proportions
of it in this country.

Contributing Factors

• Regular use of ﬂuoridated, chlorinated,
or bromated water, (these displace natural iodine).
• Exposure to bromine in pesticides,
dough conditioners and disinfectants
• Use of aspirin and anticoagulants which
increase iodine excretion
• Radioactive Iodine 131 released from

www.silvercityfoodcoop.com

nuclear facilities can be deposited in our
thyroid glands if we are deﬁcient in iodine
• Eating food deﬁcient in selenium (the
liver needs selenium to convert T4 to T3)
• Chronic mercury poisoning can appear as hypothyroidism. We accumulate
mercury through contaminated food and
water (from coal and cement plant emissions, certain manufacturing, some ﬁsh,
amalgam ﬁllings, and from some
vaccinations).
• X-rays to the head and upper
chest.
• Xenoestrogens (endocrine disruptors) from plastics, factory
farming, and various chemicals
used in manufacturing.
• Poor nutrition (fast foods, too
much fat, insufﬁcient vitamins
and minerals in food).
• Poor digestion
The Drugs - Many people with thyroid
disorders (and their practitioners ) want
to believe that there is a single substance
that will magically reverse the course of
this imbalance. This fairy tale ends badly.
Patients may get relief for a short time,
some for a good length of time, but the
symptoms usually return and the disease progresses. Why do replacement
hormones and supplemental iodine often fail? Because these drugs take over
the function of the thyroid; they do not
heal it. The other reason is that hypothyroidism is an autoimmune disorder. That
condition is not addressed by these drugs.
Studies show that 90% of people with
hypothyroidism are producing antibodies to thyroid tissues that are causing the
immune system to attack and destroy the
thyroid. This is called Hashimoto’s disease. While not all people with Hashimoto’s have hypothyroid symptoms, it
usually leads to thyroid disease. The recommended care, in the medical profes-

been adequately explored. The National
Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health has yet to establish standards
for workers except to create voluntary
maximum-exposure guidelines for titanium dioxide &
carbon nanotubules and to
state: “ the limited evidence
available suggests caution
when potential exposures
to free–unbound nanoparticles may occur”.
Nanotech companies are expected to employ 6 million people globally by 2020.
Untold numbers of workers in a variety
of industries could be developing health
problems related to nano exposure, and
many have no idea they are working with
hazardous materials. So little information
is available on who, exactly, is using the
technology that we're essentially running
an uncontrolled experiment on an unknowable number of workers.
There are very limited human studies
on the potential toxicities of nanosilver
but animal studies have shown potential toxicity for the liver, kidneys, and
the immune system. Two studies demonstrated migration of silver nanoparti-

cles from antimicrobial food containers
to food (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pubmed/23954768).
The extent of NT use is unknown but we
know its use is extensive; major food companies are investing billions in nanofood and
nanopackaging. So... follow
the money...
The global market for NT is
expected to reach $49 billion
in 2017. That’s a lot of money
someone is making. As with other biotechnology, industry growth and proﬁts
will most likely be the driving forces
while the consumer serves as the guinea
pig in the long term.
[Monica Rude owns Desert Woman Botanicals and lives in Gila where she
grows herbs for the product line and
cooks from scratch.]
Learn more:
* www.nanotechproject.org
*Center for Responsible Nanotechnology: www.crnano.org
*www.motherjones.com/tom-philpott

Hypothyroid According to Ayurveda
sion, of Hashimoto’s is to wait until the
immune system has destroyed enough
thyroid tissue so that the person becomes
hypothyroid; and then give them thyroid
hormone replacement.
Because it is complicated to adjust the
dose of Levothyroxine or Synthroid to
each patient with hypothyroid, the adverse reactions caused by over dosage
often lead to hyperthyroidism. Taking
levothyroxine over long periods of time
may cause bone loss, which can lead to
osteoporosis. Giving this drug to children
can inhibit their growth.
“Up to half or more of patients who receive radioactive iodine treatments for
an overactive thyroid develop permanent
hypothyroidism within a year of therapy.
This is the standard treatment for the
most common form of hyperthyroidism,”
(New York Times,
June 25.2014).
Don’t Eat the Broccoli! - The thyroid
can be greatly helped
by avoiding foods
that depress it, (even
people who are taking the synthetic hormones might beneﬁt). These include soy products, peanuts,
lima beans, millet, all brassicas—broccoli, kale, brussel sprouts, cabbage and
cauliﬂower (though cooking may inactivate a little goitrogenic activity). Do not
eat reﬁned foods including anything with
white ﬂour, sodas, sugar and caffeine.
Wheat causes inﬂammation and digestive problems in people with hypothyroid
more than it does in the general population.
Ayurveda recommends not using canola
oil, safﬂower oil, margarine, soy oil and
cottonseed oil. To heal the thyroid using
only diet one should avoid all of these
foods and eat more of the foods that are
helpful.

Beneﬁcial Foods - Coconut oil or coconut
milk, avocados, organic eggs, sardines,
organic organ meats, raw dairy products,
brazil nuts, macadamia nuts, chicken,
turkey, squash, green beans, and various
seaweeds (especially dulse). These foods
are emphasized in a balanced diet that
is right for your particular constitution.
Use small quantities of the following oils
for cooking; sesame oil, ghee or coconut
oils. Take some raw ﬂaxseed or raw olive
oil every day.
Healing Yourself - Knowing how to take

care of our bodies is a great wealth. The
best results I have seen in healing hypothyroid came from changing the diet,
as described here; eating for ones’ individual constitution and practicing plough
pose every day on an empty stomach. If
that protocol is not effective there are
many more potent plant
foods that can be helpful:
Kanchanar
(probably
the best), damiana, gotu
kola, artichoke, saw palmetto, nettle with wild
oat, ginger, schizandra,
triphala, codonopsis, bee
pollen, guggul, kelp, ﬁsh oil, ﬂax oil and
dulse. For most people there is little success in bringing the thyroid into balance
by using any one herbal remedy. One of
my teachers, the curandera of Espanola,
developed a sophisticated herbal protocol for the thyroid that involves changing
the remedies every three days. One of the
foods in the Ayurvedic system, known to
be helpful for immune disorders is made
from black seed prepared a speciﬁc way.
You can try the empowering act of simply changing your diet before using any
herbs.

[Athena Wolf practices Ayurveda and Curanderismo. You can ﬁnd more information at curanderahealing.com or 575.536.9335]
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Some souls are born
with seeds of the wild
carried in their pouches,
seeking to plant
where the pavement cracks,
seeking to split apart the deadness,
seeking to bring the wild fruit back,
to feed all hungry souls.
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